
 

 

Fed-Ex Bulls Position for Turnaround Story 

Ticker/Price: FDX ($164.8) 

 

Analysis: 

Fed-Ex (FDX) has been seeing a lot of bullish call buying the last two weeks with near-term November expiration having over 

3000 each of the $150 and $155 calls now deep ITM while November 29th (W) calls have accumulated at $155, $160, and $162.5 

strikes. A large buyer of 1000 April $150 ITM calls for over $2M opened on 11/4 as well. FDX shares sold off hard in Q4 2018 and 

have been putting in lower highs all of 2019 with slowing global growth and China trade tensions weighing on results. Shares are in 

a falling wedge pattern and this week have pushed up to resistance while a bullish weekly RSI divergence is developing and weekly 

MACD has crossed over bullish. Shares are approaching the downward sloping 200 day moving average near $168 while $178.5 is 

upper value resistance for 2019, and shares broke above YTD VPOC yesterday. The $42B company trades 11.85X Earnings and 7.7X 

EV/EBITDA. FDX expects FY20 to be a flat year for revenues and EPS see down over 20% Y/Y with EBITDA down 10.7% as 

estimates reset. FDX has struggled with global trade tensions though sees long-term growth from e-commerce and B2B commerce 

while the TNT integration has been slow. It will again be raising rates in January and CNBC reported recently that Google held 

secret meetings with Fed-Ex while there also has been speculation of activist interest. FDX kicked off a massive initiative to improve 

efficiency and profitability in their e-commerce business last May which includes expanding pickup in rural areas (via a partnership 

with DG and TGT), seven day a week residential delivery, SmartPost volume moving to ground, and moving large package handling 

to a separate network. FDX is expected to continue adding to these initiatives and more partnerships are likely. FDX will next report 

on 12/17 and a Director bought 10,000 shares worth over $1.5M this week. Wells Fargo recently started coverage at Outperform 

with a $189 target expecting the Express business to bottom in FY20 and rebound the following year and sees more efficient 

operations ahead. The Ground business is seen benefitting from better network infrastructure, more volume from 7 days/week, and 

a re-acceleration in pricing. Package volume from e-commerce is seen doubling by 2026. Loop Capital lowered its target to $200 on 

9/23 noting negative sentiment and trough valuation for a high quality company. Stephens has a $192 target and sees the long-term 

positive story though it may be FY22 before benefits from TNT integration and FDX’s latest investments get earnings back on track. 

Hedge Fund ownership fell 5.5% in Q2 filings, though Dodge & Cox and Shapiro adding to large positions.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: FDX has seemed like a great value for a long-time but continues to slash forecasts though it 

may finally have reset expectations near-term. I see good value near $150 and would not chase the recent surge until it 

pulls back in and bases.  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


